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Conichiwa from Japan!Conichiwa from Japan!Conichiwa from Japan!Conichiwa from Japan!

Wow. Wow. Wow. Japan officially has taken a place in my 5 favorite countries. Each 
area I visited was unique and had its own flair. Rushing around, I was able to visit 
Osaka, Tokyo, Hokkaido and Okinawa. Some of the fun was planned, like snowboarding, 
but most of it was just a result of following my curiosity into crazy situations.

It started snowing just moments after I landed in Osaka, Japan's 3rd largest city and 
I was unsuccessful finding a jacket in Taiwan, so it was still high on my list here. But 
until then I would just wear as many layers as I could. Near to my hostel was a tower 
featuring amazing views of the city, especially at sunset (conveniently warm and 
inside). It is also adjacent to an area famous for visitors. I went to a theater where I 
was told would be a show, but instead they were trying to get me to karaoke. Which 
I'm generally not against, but in Japan they are private rooms, so to karaoke alone 
would be pretty sad. 

As I walked the streets, thinking about how badly I wanted a jacket, and maybe even 
a panda suit for snowboarding, I noticed two women in onesies (a cow and a chipmunk) 
in a restaurant. They were filming it and laughing, so clearly I went in. I warmed up 
with some sake and started chatting with them and the crew and they are actually a 
team from Thailand, filming all over Japan because of how popular Japanese food and 
culture are in Thailand right now.
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2/2/16 On the walk back to the hostel, I noticed a sign for darts and walked into 
a clearly little known darts bar. I decided to try the Japanese whiskey I 
had heard such great things about and play darts with the locals. The 
whiskey was great and their darts were better. I'm going to guess it was 
the former that led me to have a turn with three bullseyes. No one in the 
bar spoke English, but they did know and repeat the phrase that the 
darts machine often blasted, "nice one!" 

Tokyo is the biggest city in the world. But you wouldn't know it as you walk 
around. The streets are so clean and organized, it lacked the chaos and 
hectic energy I expected. And there were bikes everywhere. My kind of city. 
I really wanted to do real-life Mario Kart, but because the karts are driven 
on the road, you have to have a Japanese license or international permit, 
neither of which I could get in a day's time.

One day I walked 18 km around the city, just taking it in. I started at Shibuya 
Station, home to the busiest intersection in the world. The walk signal for every 
direction goes live at the same time and madness ensues as everyone crosses 
in every direction. This was both nuts and the first place I saw other white 
people in the country.

For now it's off to the Koreas. (see more on www.howdareshe.org)
Cheers!         Cheers!         Cheers!         Cheers!         Lovingly, Jess


